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Abstract—Stochastic search is often the only viable option to address complex optimization problems. Recently, evolutionary algorithms have been shown to handle challenging continuous optimization problems related to protein structure modeling. Building on recent work in our laboratories, we propose an evolutionary algorithm for efficiently mapping the multi-basin energy landscapes of dynamic proteins that switch between thermodynamically stable or semi-stable structural states to regulate their biological activity in the cell. The proposed algorithm balances computational resources between exploration and exploitation of the nonlinear, multimodal landscapes that characterize multi-state proteins via a novel combination of global and local search to generate a dynamically-updated, information-rich map of a protein’s energy landscape. This new mapping-oriented EA is applied to several dynamic proteins and their disease-implicated variants to illustrate its ability to map complex energy landscapes in a computationally feasible manner. We further show that, given the availability of such maps, comparison between the maps of wildtype and variants of a protein allows for the formulation of a structural and thermodynamic basis for the impact of sequence mutations on dysfunction that may prove useful in guiding further wet-laboratory investigations of dysfunction and molecular interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Stochastic search is often the only viable option to address complex optimization problems with vast variable spaces [1]. Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been shown capable of solving diverse optimization problems with nonlinear and multimodal fitness landscapes [2], ranging from the traveling salesman and scheduling [3], [4] to packing [5]. EAs have become popular in various sub-domains in computational structural biology, such as peptide and protein structure modeling [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], protein-ligand docking [11], protein-protein docking [12], [13], [14], and cryoEM-based registration for protein assembly structure determination [15].

Many EAs have been proposed in recent years to advance computational capabilities regarding the de novo protein structure prediction (PSP) problem, where the only a priori knowledge specific to the protein under investigation is its amino-acid sequence. PSP has a natural formulation under optimization, as spatial placements (structures) assumed by the (protein) amino-acid chain at equilibrium are minima of a potential energy function that sums up atomic interactions. While a comprehensive review of EAs for PSP is beyond the scope of this paper, the interested reader is referred to a recent review in [16].

At the core of PSP EAs is the assumption that the protein under investigation has a unique, structurally-homogeneous set or state of structures that can be discovered by treating PSP as an optimization problem of a potential energy function. However, many proteins are dynamic molecules switching between diverse structural states at equilibrium to regulate allosteric signaling, catalysis, and other processes central to the cell machinery [17]. There is now a demand for computational methods that can uncover a possibly rich set of structural states populated by a protein at equilibrium to understand the array of activities of a dynamic protein in the cell [18].

From a protein energy landscape perspective, this new task for computational methods shifts the focus from optimization to mapping: identifying the multiple local optima in the landscape, characterizing their neighborhoods (basins), thus expanding the view from single structures to thermodynamically-stable and semi-stable structural states, and visualizing the inter-basin energy barriers slowing down structure switching [19].

Given that protein structure spaces (and associated energy landscapes) are vast and high-dimensional, attempting to construct maps of protein energy landscapes in a de novo setting is computationally infeasible. As our recent efforts demonstrate, a structure-guided setting may prove useful. For many proteins of importance to human biology and disease, wet-laboratory studies have identified numerous structures for the wildtype (WT) and variant (mutated) sequences of a protein and documented them in publicly-accessible repositories, such as the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [20]. These structures encode, in their entirety, the function-constrained dynamics/motions of a protein’s WT or variant sequences; such motions and the structures themselves can be leveraged to effectively build maps of protein energy landscapes with an EA.

In this paper we build on our previous work and propose an EA that uses a structure-guided approach to produce information-rich maps of multi-basin protein energy landscapes in a computationally-feasible manner. The EA
makes use of a novel combination of global and local search to balance between exploration and exploitation. From now on, we refer to this mapping-oriented EA as PELMap-EA for Protein Energy Landscape Mapping EA. We illustrate its capabilities by applying it to several proteins and their disease-variants and showing that PELMap-EA produces comprehensive and detailed maps of the multi-basin energy landscapes associated with multi-state proteins. We further show that comparison between the PELMap-EA-constructed maps of WT and variants of a protein aids the formulation of a structural and thermodynamic basis for the impact of sequence mutations on dysfunction that may prove useful in guiding further wet-laboratory investigations of dysfunction and molecular interventions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on protein energy landscapes and summarizes related work, focusing on evolutionary search techniques for structure spaces of dynamic proteins. PELMap-EA is described in Section 3. Analysis in Section 4 shows that PELMap-EA is effective at mapping and locating basins in complex energy landscapes. Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion and future prospects.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The ability of a protein to switch between different structures at equilibrium [21] warrants characterizing the equilibrium structural dynamics of a protein as a means of exposing the range of activities of a protein in the cell [18]. At present, neither computational nor wet-laboratory methods can on their own span all the spatial and temporal scales involved in equilibrium protein dynamics [22].

Structure-switching proteins are expected to have energy landscapes rich in local optima with local neighborhoods (basins) of varying depths and breadths. As noted in Section 1, this setting may be more suitably addressed by mapping-oriented EAs leveraging novel algorithmic ingredients to enhance both exploration and exploitation. In our prior work on optimization-oriented EAs for multi-state proteins we have shown that known, wet-laboratory structures of a protein sequence under investigation and its variants can be leveraged to enhance exploration; the latter is accomplished by extracting from the structures, via statistical analysis, an effective reduced representation leading to a reduced variable space, as well as using the structures themselves to seed the initial population with possible local minima in the energy landscape.

An important realization in our laboratories has been that, even when the focus is on a particular protein sequence, structures caught in the wet laboratory for variants of this sequence (while stable for the variants) represent possible semi-stable states for the particular sequence under investigation (a semi-stable state is one in which a protein does not stay as long as in a stable one and is therefore harder to catch in the wet laboratory). This realization is based on the principle of conformational selection that now informs our understanding of the relationship between structural dynamics and function [23].

The principle of conformational selection states that perturbations, such as sequence mutations or presence of binding partners, do not change the structure space but rather the probabilities (related to energies) with which structures are assumed by a particular protein sequence or the uncomplexed versus the complexed protein [23]. This principle has been reaffirmed in studies of the structural dynamics of multi-state proteins, including the H-Ras enzyme studied in this paper. As summarized in [24], many proteins harbor an intrinsic susceptibility to sample multiple structural states, and perturbations do not directly induce structural changes but rather shift or bias pre-existing structures. Therefore, structures that are stable for variants may be higher-energy for the particular sequence under investigation, but including them in the initial population may provide an EA with new regions of the landscape that, through further exploitation, lead to previously-unknown basins.

Moreover, structures caught in wet laboratories for a specific protein sequence under investigation and other similar sequences additionally encode the essential dynamics (how groups of atoms move collectively) and can be leveraged via statistical analysis to extract modes of motion to serve as collective variables for analysis or search [25], [26], [27], [28], [29]; in fact, recent work shows that extending the analysis to the entire family to which a protein belongs provides useful information on dynamics; the particular protein sequence under investigation effectively selects modes of motion from the family dynamics [30], [31].

Based on the realization that structures deposited for sequence variants of a protein represent possible local minima in the structure space of the sequence under investigation, our laboratories have developed and analyzed in detail several optimization-oriented EAs for uncovering functionally-relevant stable and semi-stable structural states of an uncomplexed (unbound) protein. For instance, work in [32] shows that a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of known, wet-laboratory structures of a protein sequence and its variants provides useful information about collective motions of atoms and the protein structure space probed in the wet laboratory. This information is integrated in well-known optimization-oriented evolutionary search strategies, such as CMA-ES [33], or novel generational EAs, such as PELMap-EA in [34]. Significant analysis of various algorithmic components of PCA-EA in [35], [36] has lead, among other insights, to the design of an effective decentralized selection operator for delaying population takeover by the most fit individuals in an optimization setting [35].

An optimization setting that relies on analysis of all structures ever generated by an EA to uncover basins in the landscape may not be best suited for dynamic proteins. For this reason, in recent work [37] we investigate switching from an optimization setting to that of mapping a (multi-state) protein’s multi-basin energy landscape. The goal is to obtain a sample-based representation of the energy landscape, which we refer to as a map. A useful map for our goal of elucidating stable and semi-stable structural states of a protein relevant for function modulation is one that uncovers as many broad and deep basins as can be afforded by a reasonable computational budget and an intelligent apportioning of this budget. In [37] we show that the evolutionary computation technique of a hall of fame is well-suited to serve as a sparse, resource-efficient, sample-based representation (map) of a protein’s energy landscape.

The result of this series of work in our laboratories is
the firm belief that effective and efficient characterization of multi-basin protein energy landscapes requires a fundamental shift from optimization to mapping in a manner that effectively uses existing a priori structural information and interleaves global and local search. The result is PELMap-EA, which we now describe in detail.

3 Methods

PELMap-EA is provided in pseudocode in Algorithm 1. The first shaded box in Algorithm 1 draws attention to lines 1-4, where wet-laboratory structures are subjected to PCA to extract the variable space (details are provided in Section 3.1). The next shaded box draws attention to lines 5-6, where the initial population is defined from the wet-laboratory structures and the defined variable space (details are provided in Section 3.2). The next three lines prepare a two-dimensional (2d) grid for the local selection operator, initialize the hall of fame, and declare a variable to track the status of an improved offspring.

PELMap-EA evolves a population of individuals in the variable space until a budget $FMAX$ of fitness evaluations is exhausted, with $fcounter$ keeping count (lines 10-11). Inside the main loop, each parent in the population is selected to be subjected to the variation operator. The fitness of the parent is available, as well as two values specific to the novel improvement operator we propose and analyze here, $nitors$, and $fea$. The first keeps track of the number of iterations spent improving individuals of a lineage, and the second records the fitness of the earliest ancestor. These two values, properly set in the initial population, are updated in lines 15-16 for the offspring yielded by the variation operator (line 14); the operator is detailed in Section 3.3.

The offspring is then subjected to an improvement operator, and the flag passed as input to PELMap-EA determines which operator is to be used. The local improvement operator, detailed in Section 3.4, returns the improved offspring, its fitness, and adds $NrImprovItersMax$ to the counter of fitness evaluations (lines 17-20). Every improved offspring survives. This is not the case with the novel, lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator, carried out in lines 21-22, and detailed in Section 3.5. The improvement may fail if the budget of iterations per lineage has been reached already in $c$, lines 23-24. Only one iteration is spent on an offspring, as well (line 25). The next shaded box takes effect only when the novel improvement operator is invoked. If the improved offspring survives, it is considered for inclusion in the hall of fame (lines 30-31), as detailed in Section 3.6. If not, then the lineage is terminated, and a new one (lines 28-29) is started with the parent replaced by an individual drawn at random (line 27).

A surviving offspring is added to the offspring set (line 32). The local selection operator compares offspring to parents to determine the subset of $N$ individuals that survive in the next population (lines 33-34), as detailed in Section 3.7. PELMap-EA outputs the hall of fame, which is analyzed to compare the impact of the two improvement operators as well as to compare energy landscapes of WT and variants of a protein. We now proceed to relate details.

Algorithm 1 PELMap-EA

```
Input: $FMAX$, $N$, $T_{1,...,T_n}$, $U$, $W_G$  
Output: $H$

1: $(trace) \leftarrow \text{average trace over } T_{1,...,T_n}$
2: for $1 \leq k \leq n$ do 
3: \hspace{1em} $T_k \leftarrow T_k - (trace)$ 
4: \hspace{1em} $U, \Sigma, V^T, m \leftarrow \text{PCAAndDim}(T_{1,...,T_n}), \text{TargVar}$ 
5: \hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow 0$ 
6: \hspace{1em} $P_i \leftarrow \text{InitOper}(N, U, (trace), U_{1:1:m})$ 
7: \hspace{1em} $G \leftarrow \text{2dGrid}(U_{1:1:m}, W_G)$ 
8: \hspace{1em} $H \leftarrow \emptyset$ 
9: \hspace{1em} $W_G \leftarrow \emptyset$ 
10: \hspace{1em} $fcounter \leftarrow 0$ 
11: \hspace{1em} while $fcounter < FMAX$ do 
12: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $C \leftarrow \emptyset$ 
13: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} for $(p, f(p), nitors(p), fea(p)) \in P_i$ do 
14: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $c \leftarrow \text{VarOper}(p, \Sigma_{1,...,m}, \text{step}_max)$ 
15: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $nitors(c) \leftarrow nitors(p)$ 
16: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $fea(c) \leftarrow fea(p)$ 
17: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} if $\text{UseLocImprovOper} \geq 1$ then 
18: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $(c', f) \leftarrow \text{LocImprovOper}(c, \langle trace, U_{1:1:m}, NrImprovItersMax \rangle)$ 
19: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $nitors(c') \leftarrow nitors(p)$ 
20: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $fcounter \leftarrow fcounter + NrImprovItersMax$ 
21: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} else 
22: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $(c', f, survivies) \leftarrow \text{ImprovOper}(c, \langle trace, U_{1:1:m}, NrImprovItersMax, nitors(c), fca(c), H \rangle)$ 
23: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} if $(c', f) = \text{NIL}$ then 
24: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} CONTINUE 
25: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $fcounter \leftarrow fcounter + 1$ 
26: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} if $\text{survives} < 1$ then 
27: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $p \leftarrow \text{atRandom}(U_{1:1:m})$ 
28: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $nitors(p) \leftarrow 0$ 
29: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $f(p) \leftarrow fca(c', f)$ 
30: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $\text{else}$ 
31: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $H \leftarrow \text{UpdateHaloFame}(H, c', f, \text{fitThreshold, distThreshold})$ 
32: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $C \leftarrow C \cup \{c', f\}$ 
33: \hspace{1em} \hspace{1em} $i \leftarrow i + 1$ 
34: $P_i \leftarrow \text{LocSelectOper}(P_{i-1}, C, G, Cx_G)$
```
3.1 From Expert Examples to Collective Variables

Details can be found in recent work [35], but we summarize the process in the interest of clarity. Briefly, the CA atoms (the CA atom is the main atom in each of the building blocks, the amino acids, that constitute a protein chain) are first extracted from each wet-laboratory structure, obtaining what are referred to as CA traces. The traces are aligned to the first trace, arbitrarily selected to be a reference, so atomic displacements can be obtained rather than differences due to rigid-body motions (in an abuse of terminology, in pseudocode in this paper we refer to the atomic displacements as traces). Differences of each displacement vector corresponding to a structure from an average displacement vector are then computed in preparation for a centered covariance matrix. The latter is subjected to the local improvement operator described in our recent paper. The traces are aligned to a structure from an average displacement vector are then computed in preparation for a centered covariance matrix. The latter is subjected to the local improvement operator described in our recent paper.

3.2 Initialization Operator

The initialization operator, whose pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2, populates the initial population with \( n < N \) individuals, of which are obtained from the wet-laboratory structures (lines 2-8). It is important to note that the \( n \) wet-laboratory structures are thread onto the sequence of interest (ProteinSequence); this is accomplished by first extracting the CA traces from the collected structures, and then by replacing the amino-acid sequence of an extracted CA trace with ProteinSequence (line 4). The resulting CA traces, now thread onto the sequence of interest, are then subjected to the local improvement operator (line 5) in order to obtain all-atom structures that are low-energy in the Rosetta all-atom score12 energy surface [39].

The rest of the \( N - n \) individuals in the initial population are drawn at random, taking into account the boundaries of the \( m \)-dimensional embedding of the wet-laboratory traces (the boundaries are not shown as input in Algorithm 2 in the interest of a clear presentation of the pseudocode) and then improved (lines 9-14). The inclusion of individuals generated at random is justified in Section A.1 in Appendix A. An individual in the initial population begins a lineage, so \( fea \) is set to its fitness (lines 6 and 12) but the improvement (so as to obtain a low-energy structure for the sequence of interest) is not added to the budget, as the initialization operator is essentially a pre-processing step.

3.3 Variation Operator

The variation operator is described in [34], [35]. In summary, it modifies a parent by a vector drawn in the variable space. The boundaries of the \( m \)-dimensional embedding of the wet-laboratory traces are not observed, as the ultimate goal is to generate new structures. The pseudocode and more details are provided in Section A.2 in Appendix A.

3.4 Local Improvement Operator

The local improvement operator, described in our recent work [34], [35] is summarized in pseudocode in Algorithm 3. A CA trace is recovered from an individual by adding its point-based representation in the \( m \)-dimensional PC space to the average trace/displacement vector (line 1); more details can be found in [35]. A top backbone reconstruction protocol, BBQ [40], is used to compute coordinates of missing backbone atoms from the CA atoms (line 2). Coordinates of missing side-chain atoms are then computed via the Rosetta relax protocol [39], which makes use of the provided protein sequence (line 3). The Rosetta package is open-source and written in C/C++, which allows easily interfacing with its relax protocol. The open source is a strong reason for choosing the Rosetta energy function and its relax protocol.

The CA trace of the all-atom structure resulting from the relax protocol is projected back onto the \( m \) PCs (lines 4-5) to extract from it the corresponding individual. The improved individual and its corresponding fitness, the all-atom Rosetta score12 energy are returned to PELMap-EA.

---

**Algorithm 2 Initialization Operator**

```
Input: ProteinSequence
\{T_1, \ldots, T_n\}
(trace)
U_{[1..m]}

1: \( P \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2: \( i \leftarrow 0 \)
3: for \( i \leq n \) and \( i \leq N \) do
4: \( c_i \leftarrow T_i \cdot U_{[1..m]} \) //project trace
5: \( c_i, f_i \leftarrow \text{LocImprovOper}(\text{ProteinSequence}, c_i, \{\text{trace}\}, U_{[1..m]}, \text{NrImprovItersMax}) \)
6: \( \text{nea} \leftarrow f_i \) //individual starts new lineage
7: \( \text{nitters} \leftarrow 0 \) //no counting of its improvement
8: \( P \leftarrow P \cup \{c_i, f_i, \text{nitters}, \text{nea}\} \)

9: for \( i < N \) do
10: \( c_i \leftarrow \text{atRandomIn}(U_{[1..m]}) \)
11: \( c_i, f_i \leftarrow \text{LocImprovOper}(c_i, \{\text{trace}\}, U_{[1..m]}, \text{NrImprovItersMax}) \)
12: \( \text{nea} \leftarrow f_i \) //individual starts new lineage
13: \( \text{nitters} \leftarrow 0 \) //no counting of its improvement
14: \( P \leftarrow P \cup \{c_i, f_i, \text{nitters}, \text{nea}\} \)

Output: \( P \)
```
Here a lower-energy individual is considered more fit than a higher-energy, less fit individual. The replacement of the offspring with the result of the local improvement operator makes PELMap-EA a Lamarckian EA.

Since the Rosetta relax protocol is computing-intensive, the improvement of offspring is distributed on a multicore architecture. A novel improvement operator is also introduced that determines whether an offspring is worth additional CPU cycles for further improvement. The operator makes use of a key property of minimization protocols for protein and peptide structures. Because protein energy functions are nonlinear and multimodal, they are typically locally optimized via MC-based techniques. Since these are not guaranteed to converge, they proceed in iterations, at each iteration measuring energetic improvement over the previous iteration, until the improvement fails to meet a minimum predefined value; the minimization is said to have converged. We exploit the iterative characteristic here to propose an effective and efficient improvement operator.

3.5 Lineage- and Neighborhood-Aware Improvement Operator

The new improvement operator is shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 4. Unlike the local improvement operator, which carries out a predefined number of iterations of the MC-based minimization in the Rosetta relax protocol to improve an offspring, the lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator spends only one iteration at a time on improving an offspring c (line 3 in Algorithm 4) until the maximum number of iterations has been reached on the lineage to which c belongs. If such a maximum has been reached, the operator returns NIL (lines 1-2).

The algorithm is provided with information on the lineage, nIter(c) (the number of improvement iterations spent on a lineage) and f(c) (the fitness of the earliest ancestor of c), as well as the hall of fame \( \mathcal{H} \). Once an improved offspring \( \hat{c} \) is obtained, the number of iterations of the lineage is updated (line 4), and \( \hat{c} \) is made aware of the fitness of its earliest ancestor (line 5). These two pieces of information on the lineage of an improved offspring \( \hat{c} \), together with \( \mu_f \), the average fitness of neighbors of \( \hat{c} \) in the hall of fame (computed in line 10), are employed in line 11 to determine if \( \hat{c} \) survives (line 12). The specific formula employed combines the fitness of the earliest ancestor, as well, and the iterations budget. An upper bound of 1 on the L1-norm between \( \hat{c} \) and neighboring individuals in \( \mathcal{H} \) is used to obtain \( \mu_f \). If \( \hat{c} \) fails this strict test and the budget of iterations has been reached on it, it is compared only to the hall of fame. If none of these tests pass, the improved offspring does not survive, and lines 26-29 in Algorithm 1 take effect, where the lineage of this offspring is terminated, and a new lineage is initiated.

It is worth noting that the relationships in lines 11 and 13 have been devised and tested experimentally. Specifically, we choose not to compare an offspring to its direct parent but rather to its earliest ancestor in order to make the exploitation less greedy and give an offspring a chance to survive. The coupling of the improvement operator and the survival mechanism in an EA is novel and has applicability beyond the application domain on which PELMap-EA is tested in this paper.

3.6 Efficient Update of the Hall of Fame

The hall of fame is an effective evolutionary search technique to equip an EA with memory. We utilize the hall of fame to serve as a discrete, memory-efficient representation of an energy surface. In recent work, we have maintained all individuals ever generated by an EA [35] and then visualized the individuals via color-coded projections on the top two PCs, with colors indicating Rosetta score12 values. This has allowed us to visualize energy basins [36], but it puts significant demands on memory and post-processing.
Due to the ruggedness of the protein energy surface and continuity of the protein structure space, hundreds of thousands of structures may need to be generated to capture a possibly large, diverse set of local energy minima.

Maintaining all individuals ever generated in memory is not practical. Instead, what is needed is a map of the energy surface whose resolution is tunable. We employ the hall of fame as a dynamically-updated, resolution-tunable map of the energy surface. As line 31 in Algorithm 1 shows, every surviving improved offspring is considered for addition to the hall of fame. The algorithm that updates the hall of fame is shown in pseudocode in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5 Update of Hall of Fame

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input:</th>
<th>H // hall of fame</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> in the hall of fame do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> &lt; distThreshold then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> ∈ C then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> ∈ C then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> ∈ C then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> ∈ C then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="c,f(C)" alt="if" /> ∈ C then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The decision to include an individual $c$ in the hall of fame is made in two stages. In the first stage, the fitness $f(c)$ of the individual is inspected. If the fitness is not below a specified threshold (line 1), the individual is not considered for addition, as the focus is on updating the hall of fame with fit individuals.

If $c$ passes the fitness test, $c$ is flagged for possible inclusion (line 3) and is compared to neighboring individuals $C$ already in the hall of fame (line 4). An individual $C$ in the hall of fame is considered similar to $c$ if their dissimilarity, measured via the fast $L_1$-norm distance, is below a specified threshold. If an individual $C$ similar to $c$ exists in the hall of fame, then their fitnesses are compared (line 6), and if the newly-considered individual $c$ has better fitness, then the lesser-fit replica $C$ is discarded from the hall of fame (line 7). The idea behind this decision is to update the hall of fame with individuals that may represent the same region in the variable space but allow further exploitation of a local minimum, providing thus an opportunity to update the map with deeper minima. If the individual $c$ is similar to some individual $C$ in the hall of fame but does not reside deeper in the local minimum containing $C$, there is no reason to update the hall of fame, and $c$ is flagged as not a candidate for inclusion (line 9).

If the individual $c$ is not similar to anyone in the hall of fame (and has already passed the fitness test), then it is flagged for inclusion (line 10), as it resides in a new region in the variable space not already represented in the hall of fame. The inclusion of an individual $c$ in the hall of fame after all the tests pass is carried out in line 11. The result of the hall of fame update algorithm is that the hall of fame is a set of distinct local minima, separated by at least the defined distance threshold in the variable space.

3.7 Local Selection Operator

The selection operator selects $N$ individuals off the combined pool of $N$ parents and $N$ offspring (line 22 in Algorithm 1). Details and pseudocode are provided in Section A.3 in Appendix A.

3.8 Parameter Values and Implementation Details

PELMap-EA is implemented in C/C++ and run until a total budget of $F_{MAX} = 1,000,000$ Rosetta score12 evaluations are exhausted. This effectively is the total number of iterations in the Rosetta relax protocol over all individuals. Many of the parameter values employed here are as in [37] (and are listed and described in Section A.5 in Appendix A), with the exception of the budget of evaluations allocated to the new improvement operator. As described above, $N_{ImprovItersMax}$ in the improvement operators is set to 5, but the new improvement operator exhausts this budget one iteration at a time. Details on parameter values employed for the Rosetta relax protocol are related in Section A.4 in Appendix A. For clarity, the presentation of PELMap-EA in Algorithm 1 is serial, but the local improvement of the offspring is distributed on a multi-core platform of 3.2GHz HT Xeon CPUs with 9GB RAM. The experiments reported here are carried out on a 16-core platform, but, since the distribution is embarrassingly parallel, significant time savings can be obtained with more cores.

4 Results

The analysis focuses on evaluating the performance of the lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator over the local improvement operator in PELMap-EA. We do so on three proteins of importance to human biology that have complex dynamics. On each test case, two sets of runs are performed, 5 runs of PELMap-EA with the local improvement operator, and 5 runs of PELMap-EA with the new, lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator. The halls of fame obtained from each of the 5 runs of the algorithm without or with the new improvement operator are analyzed, and one is selected as representative to use for visualization. A hall of fame is visualized over PC1 and PC2, effectively showing only the first two coordinates of each individual and color-coding the PC1-PC2 coordinates based on the Rosetta score12 energies of the corresponding all-atom structures. PELMap-EA with the new improvement operator is also applied to specific disease-implicated variants of H-Ras. Halls of fame of selected variants are compared to the hall of fame of the WT to understand the impact of sequence mutations on the H-Ras energy landscape. Important observations are drawn regarding the role of structure and energetics in H-Ras dysfunction.

This section is organized as follows. We first provide information on testing data sets. We then evaluate the novel improvement operator. Lastly, we draw differences between the H-Ras WT and selected variants.
4.1 Test Cases and Data Preparation

Performance is evaluated on the catalytic domain of H-Ras, to which we refer as H-Ras from now on, HIV-I Protease, and Calmodulin (CaM). H-Ras is a 166 amino-acid long enzyme that mediates signaling pathways central to cell proliferation, growth, and development. HIV-I Protease is an enzyme that assists the replication process of the HIV-I virus [41]. In its native form, the enzyme is a dimer, containing two identical chains, each 99 amino-acids long. Here we explore the structure space accessed by one, uncomplexed chain; per the conformation selection principle, the structure space of the uncomplexed chain is also populated in the complexed, dimeric form, though with possibly different population probabilities [42]. CaM, is a 148 amino-acid long enzyme that binds calcium and regulates over 100 target proteins, such as kinases, phosphodiesterases, calcium pumps, and motility proteins [43], [44], [45].

These proteins are well-studied in wet laboratories due to their central role in human biology and disease. Many wet-laboratory studies have caught these proteins assuming different structures depending on their molecular partner. For instance, it is known that H-Ras switches between two distinct structural states, deemed “on” (active) and “off” (inactive) to regulate its biological activity between GTP- and GDP-binding [27], [46]. These two states can be found in the PDB under entries 1qra [47] and 4q21 [46], respectively. The structures in these two entries are around 1.5Å away when comparing their CA atoms.

The ability of HIV-I Protease to undergo large-scale, concerted structural fluctuations has been observed in dry and wet laboratories [48]. Similarly, CaM, has been found to tune its biological function and recognize a diverse set of molecular partners due to its ability to assume structures more than 10Å away from one another in structure space when comparing the placements of CA atoms. These three proteins are classic examples of multi-state or multi-basin proteins, and the diversity of structures deposited for them in the PDB makes them ideal test cases for PELMap-EA.

Many multi-state proteins undergo sequence mutations that impact their ability to tune their biological function. H-Ras is one such protein, with sequence mutations that are implicated in a variety of human cancers [49], [50]. In addition to uncovering the thermodynamically stable and semi-stable structural states of multi-basin proteins, such as H-Ras, we also compare here the energy landscapes of WT and selected cancer-implicated variants to discover the role of structure and energetics in the relationship between protein sequence and function.

As described in section 3, PCA is applied to datasets collected for the three proteins, 43 structures for H-Ras, 254 structures for HIV-I Protease, and 697 structures for CaM. A cumulative variance of 90% is reached at $m = 10$, $m = 25$, and $m = 10$ PCs for H-Ras, HIV-I Protease, and CaM, respectively. The cumulative variance profiles are not shown here but have been presented in our recent work on analysis of the effectiveness of PCA for capturing functional motions of multi-basin proteins [35], [36]. Further details regarding the data collection protocol and the PDB identifiers of all collected structures for each protein studied here can be found in Sections B.1-3 in Appendix B.

4.2 Visual Rendering of the Hall of Fame

We show a hall of fame as a (gnuplot) point cloud. Each point corresponds to an individual in the hall of fame, positioned according to the individual’s first two coordinates. The points are color-coded based on the Rosetta score12 values of the individuals corresponding to them. This way of rendering the hall of fame effectively provides a 2d map of the score12 all-atom energy landscape. For each of these proteins, the 2d map captures about 50% of the essential dynamics; that is, the cumulative variance of the top two PCs is about 50%. While gnuplot does provide interpolation options, no interpolation is carried out in the interest of providing an unbiased 2d map of the Rosetta score12 all-atom energy landscape.

In addition, the color-coding scheme for the drawn maps is chosen so as to concentrate on low energies (specifically, red-to-yellow covers Rosetta score12 values between 0 and $-300$ energy units, and yellow-to-blue covers energies between $-300$ to $-400$ units). The order in which the structures are plotted matters; a practical consequence of the exceptional ruggedness of protein energy surfaces is that similar structures can have markedly different energies. In particular, when the hall of fame is composed of hundreds of thousands of individuals corresponding to PC-projections of all-atom structures, it is very common to have structures with similar projections on the top two PCs; as a result, many points in the 2d projection of the hall of fame can be plotted on top of another; so, order is important for the high-energy structures not to occlude the view of low-energy, nearby structures. Since our goal here is to see whether low-energy structures are uncovered for a particular protein, the structures in the hall of fame are sorted based on their energies (from high to low energies). Plotting is then carried out in this order; the 2d projections of the structures with higher energies are plotted first, as it is acceptable for them to be covered by projections of lower-energy structures.

4.3 Impact of Lineage- and Neighborhood-aware Improvement Operator on the Hall of Fame

Fig. 1 juxtaposes the hall of fame obtained for H-Ras WT with the local improvement operator, shown in Fig. 1(a) to the hall of fame obtained by PELMap-EA with the lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator, shown in Fig. 1(b). Each run of PELMap-EA uses the same budget of energy/fitness evaluations. On each plot, the X-ray structures are shown as well, by drawing their projections on the top two PCs. The annotations show whether the X-ray structures are plotted matters; a practical consequence of the X-ray structures are reported for the WT or variants; in the case of variants, the specific mutation is denoted.

Comparison of the halls of fame in Fig. 1 shows that the lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator is able to find more lower-energy structures. In particular, the new operator confers PELMap-EA with the ability to reproduce the “on” and “off” basins of H-Ras more faithfully. The off basin corresponds to the neighborhood of low-energy structures left of the PC1=-9 line, which also contains the projection of the “off” structure deposited in PDB entry 4q21; the “on” basin corresponds to the neighborhood of low-energy structures right of the PC1=-9 line, which also contains the projection of the “on” structure deposited in
Fig. 1. Halls of fame obtained for the H-Ras WT by PELMap-EA when using the local improvement operator, shown in (a), versus when using the lineage- and neighborhood improvement operator, shown in (b). Points are color-coded by Rosetta score values of corresponding individuals in the hall of fame. Projections of the X-ray structures on the top two PCs are also shown. The annotations denote whether the X-ray structures correspond to WT or variants. In the case of variants, the mutations are listed. (c) shows 10 lowest-energy structures of the “off” basin (left) and “on” basin (right), drawn in transparent and superimposed over the known WT structures drawn in opaque (left: PDB id 4q21; right: PDB id 1qra). The SI and SII regions (residues 25 – 40 and 57 – 75, respectively) are drawn in green and blue, respectively. GDP (bound to “off” state) and GTP (bound to “on” state) are drawn in orange. Rendering is performed with chimera 10.1 [51].
PDB entry 1qra. The 10-lowest energy structures from each basin are selected and then drawn superimposed over the known structure corresponding to each basin in Fig. 1(c). Based on the structural similarity between structures selected from a basin and the wet-laboratory structure caught in that basin, PELMap-EA uncovers the correct "on" and "off" basins. Based on structural comparisons inside a basin and between basins (statistics are provided in Section E.3 in Appendix E), the intra-basin structural variations are roughly half of the inter-basin structural variations in H-Ras. The inter-basin structural variations are predominantly located on the SI and SII regions, as Fig. 1(c) shows; these regions undergo a concerted open-to-close motion as H-Ras transitions from the "on" to the "off" basin (as H-Ras binds GTP). The intra-basin structural variations are local and distributed over the H-Ras chain. More statistics regarding structural comparisons (and more structures) are related in Section E.3 in Appendix E.

In addition to uncovering the "on" and "off" basins, PELMap-EA finds other interesting basins possibly corresponding to semi-stable states that are difficult to catch in the wet laboratory. One such basin of interest, visible in the PC1-PC2 embedding in Fig. 1(b), emerges over the "on" basin, around the range [4, 6] in PC2. Known wet-laboratory structures (under PDB entries 1lf0 and 6q21(D)) project in this region. The structure under PDB entry 1lf0 belongs to an H-Ras variant [52] and is structurally between the "on" and "off" known structures (PDB entries 4q21 and 1qra, respectively). PELMap-EA suggests these stable variant structures are low in energy and present possible semi-stable, short-lived states populated by H-Ras WT while transitioning between the stable "on" and "off" states. This finding further justifies employing stable structures of variants in the PCA analysis and the initial population.

The 2D embeddings shown Fig. 1 may hide interesting findings by essentially showing only about 54% of the H-Ras dynamics (PC1 and PC2 collectively capture 54% of the variance among known structures). It is only when considering 4d embeddings of the probed energy surface that interesting observations can be made regarding the ability to uncover new regions of the H-Ras energy landscape not yet probed in wet or dry laboratories.

To relate 4d embeddings, we make use of two-way conditioned quantile plots. The hall of fame is sorted along PC3 and PC4 and partitioned along the four quantiles of each PC; this results in 16 partitions, considering all PC3:Q[1-4] and PC4:Q[1-4] pairs. The individuals residing in some particular PC3:Q* and PC4:Q* partition are shown as before, by projecting their PC1-PC2 coordinates and color-coding them based on energy values. Appendix C shows all 16 plots. Fig. 2 shows 2 selected plots that demonstrate PELMap-EA’s ability to uncover new regions along the [PC3:Q1, PC4:Q1] (left panel) and the [PC3:Q2, PC4:Q3] partition (right panel). The "off" basin disappears in the [PC3:Q1, PC4:Q1] partition, whereas the "on" basin occupies a significant region of the space and reaches very deep in the energy landscape. A new low-energy region emerges at the top, and two structures project to it, one caught for the WT and the other for the G12V variant. This region presents a possibly new basin not well populated by structures probed in the wet laboratory due to its higher energy than the "on" basin; however, this region may provide interesting insight into the structure switching mechanism in H-Ras. The [PC3:Q2, PC4:Q3] partition in Fig. 2 shows regions of the "on" basin not populated by any wet-laboratory structures, effectively uncovering a broader basin than would be indicated by the distribution of known wet-laboratory structures.

The two partitions shown (and the rest of the 16 possible ones related in Appendix C) allow reaching two conclusions. First, PELMap-EA with the new improvement operator uncovers new basins and new regions of known basins, thus supplementing wet-laboratory knowledge; Second, on H-Ras, the "on" basin is broader and deeper than the "off"
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This work presents the comparison of H-Ras WT and Variant Landscapes. The hall of fame obtained for CaM and HIV-I Protease. They correspond to energy landscapes. The halls of fame for CaM have a characteristic hollow shape and point to an exceptionally complex landscape. The hall of fame for HIV-I Protease is shallow compared to the WT. Comparison of the histograms also clarifies that more lower-energy structures are found for the WT than the two variants. This is particularly striking when comparing G12V to the WT; the number of structures with energies between −350 and −360 is much lower for G12V than the WT. Most of the lowest-energy structures that exist in the hall of fame obtained for the WT do not have any corresponding counterparts in the hall of fame obtained for G12V. This explains the shallower “on” basin in G12V as compared to the “on” basin in the WT. In summary, this analysis suggests that the mutations G12V and Q61L have a direct impact on the depth of the “on” basin. In general, the landscapes of the variants are elevated compared to the WT, and this is particularly the case for the “on” basin.

5 Conclusion

While there is merit in pursuing algorithmic treatments that operate in de novo setting, the structures available for many proteins nowadays can be used to significantly improve the performance of computational methods. In the research reported here, the use of existing structural information has allowed us to formulate a powerful EA that can obtain comprehensive and detailed maps of complex protein energy landscapes. The hall of fame mechanism can be effectively employed to represent the protein energy landscape. The resolution of the representation can be controlled via the distThreshold parameter. This work has also contributed a novel improvement operator that is unique, to the best of our knowledge, in its direct interaction with the evolutionary history of an individual and the hall of fame, and in its indirect interaction with the selection operator. This lineage- and neighborhood-aware improvement operator is likely to be appealing to the broader evolutionary computation community.

The work presented here opens up several prospects for future research. One concerns pursuing nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques to extract collective variables. Future work needs to address how to directly sample in a
Fig. 3. Halls of fame obtained for HIV-I Protease by PELMap-EA when using the local improvement operator, shown in (a), versus when using the lineage- and neighborhood improvement operator, shown in (b). The juxtaposition of the local vs. the lineage- and neighborhood improvement operator is shown for CaM in (c) and (d), respectively. Points are color-coded by Rosetta score12 values of corresponding individuals. (e) and (f) show the distribution of energies of individuals in the hall of fame without (e) and with the new improvement iterator (f) for CaM. The error bars show the magnitude of deviations over 5 runs.
non-linear variable space. Another direction concerns improving the reliability of predictions on the locations and depths of computed basins by employing various energy functions, given the presence of intrinsic errors in energy functions.

The proposed PELMap-EA has elucidated interesting findings regarding stable and semi-stable structural states of various proteins that can aid further studies. The results obtained for HIV-I protease can be used to anticipate drug resistance; projecting newly-found structures on the obtained landscape may reveal similarity with already-characterized structures and thus allow transferring information on stability, drug resistance, and possible effective inhibitors. The results obtained for CaM point to a complex energy landscape, with possibly more information to be mined for obtaining a mechanistic insight into this protein’s rich set of structural changes. The results obtained for the different sequences of H-Ras, which in addition to reproducing wet-laboratory knowledge also point to the existence of possible semi-stable states yet to be discovered in wet laboratories, may aid the
quest for inhibitors to treat cancer. The area around the H-Ras “on” basin is very rugged and may be used in variants to alter the “on”-to-“off” switching routes and in turn the ability of H-Ras to regulate molecular recognition events. Structures in new, low-energy regions found by PELMap-EA may present interesting novel targets both to understand H-Ras regulation and to design possible novel molecular interventions.

Several studies have shown that the structural plasticity of proteins can be directly exploited for therapeutic ben-
efit [24]; a prominent example is that of the cancer drug Gleevec/imatinib, which selectively binds and stabilizes an inactive form of Abi kinases. A comprehensive knowledge of the set of stable and semi-stable structural states of a protein may facilitate selective targeting of distinct inactive structures to alter structure switching [53]. By aiming to provide comprehensive and detailed maps of energy landscapes with reasonable computational budgets (5-15 days of CPU time), and by demonstrating that this budget allows obtaining maps of WT and variants of a protein that can then be directly compared, results obtained by PELMap-EA may be of use to molecular intervention studies. To this end, we make all structures and corresponding Rosetta score12 energies in the halls of fame obtained by PELMap-EA available upon request.
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